When a mass spreads in a turbulent flow, areas with obviously high concentration of the mass compared with surrounding areas are formed by organized structures of turbulence. In this study, we extract the high concentration areas and investigate their diffusion process. For this purpose, a combination of Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence (PLIF) and Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) techniques was employed to obtain simultaneously the two fields of the concentration of injected dye and of the velocity in a water turbulent channel flow. With focusing on a quasi-homogeneous turbulence in the channel central region, a series of PLIF and PIV images were acquired at several different downstream positions. We applied a conditional sampling technique to the PLIF images to extract the high concentration areas, or spikes, and calculated the conditional-averaged statistics of the extracted areas such as length scale, mean concentration, and turbulent diffusion coefficient. We found that the averaged length scale was constant with downstream distance from the diffusion source and was smaller than integral scale of the turbulent eddies. The spanwise distribution of the mean concentration was basically Gaussian, and the spanwise width of the spikes increased linearly with downstream distance from the diffusion source. Moreover, the turbulent diffusion coefficient was found to increase in proportion to the spanwise distance from the source. These results reveal aspects different from those of regular mass diffusion and let us conclude that the diffusion process of the spikes differs from that of regular mass diffusion.
Introduction
Understanding the turbulent transport of passive scalar is very important in environ-mental flows where pollutants affect the safety and quality of our life. For instance, diffusion accidents have affected a large number of victims around the world, as in the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant disaster in 1986 and the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant in 2011. In such cases, a quick and accurate method of predicting pollutant diffusion is needed in order to prevent damages. As an example of prediction method for substance's diffusion, the SPEEDI (System for Prediction of Environmental Emergency Dose Information) was applied when radioactive material was emitted from the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant [1] [2] [3] . For realization of the diffusion prediction, the diffusion theory in turbulent flows has been studied for many years. There are pioneering studies on the diffusion theory such as Taylor's diffusion theory [4] and Richardson's diffusion theory [5] . These theories reference the spreading width of a diffusing material released into homogeneous turbulence, revealing that the relationship between the increasing rate of the spreading width and the diffusion time depends on whether the diffusion time is smaller or larger than the time scale of eddies in the flow. The relationship has been investigated further with time-average scalar statistics including mean concentration, concentration fluctuation intensity and the turbulent diffusion coefficient by experimental and numerical methods [6] [7] [8] [9] . Owing to the progress of research on the diffusion theory, the diffusion prediction has become more accurate and speedy.
Mass distribution formed by spreading in a turbulent flow is usually called plume, and instantaneous concentration distribution fluctuates in both space and time. Fluid with an obviously high concentration compared with surrounding fluid can be observed. These areas may suffer great damage from turbulent mass diffusion such as the diffusing pollution caused by a sudden accident, and it is important to have a better understanding of the diffusion theory that relates to them. Such high concentration areas (called "high concentration spikes", hereafter) are formed by organized structures of turbulence. Different from the mass plume which concerns whether there is nonzero concentration or not, the high concentration spikes emphasize two key points: one is the relatively high concentration in the spikes; the other is the large concentration gradients around the spikes. Considering the essential difference between the spikes and plumes, it is expected that the diffusion theory of the high concentration spikes will differ from that of the concentration plume. Several previous researches reported these spikes and their characteristics. The turbulent structure relating to the occurrence of the spikes was investigated in a grid turbulence and turbulent shear flow with a spatially uniform mean concentration gradient [10] [11] [12] [13] . The high concentration spikes occurred at a saddle point of the velocity field based on the large-scale structure of turbulent eddies. Moreover, according to [14] [15] , the occurrence frequency as well as the mean concentration of the high concentration spikes decreases with increasing distance downstream from the source. Although the high concentration spikes and their occurrence mechanism have attracted many researchers, those calculated statistics are not enough to derive a diffusion theory or prediction method regarding the high concentration spikes. Clarification of the diffusion theory of the high concentration spikes is an important challenge in reducing the damage from pollutant diffusion by means of a quick localization of the emission source.
In this paper, we worked out the basic diffusion theory of the high concentration spikes in a turbulent flow based on Taylor's diffusion theory. Taylor's diffusion theory deals with a suspended single particle emitted from a point source and assumes the homogeneous turbulence without any external body force such as buoyancy. With the aim of calculating the scalar statistics of high concentration spikes, which relate to the diffusion theory, we experimentally demonstrated the concentration and velocity fields of passive scalar (dye) diffusing from a fixed emission point in a quasi-homogeneous turbulent flow with simultaneous PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry) and PLIF (Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence) measurement. As a simple test case, we employed a water channel flow between two parallel walls. The high concentration spike we focus on in this study occurs intermittently in the turbulent flow, and its unconditional statistical quantities such as mean concentration and concentration fluctuation cannot be calculated by the normal ensemble-average operation. In order to extract the high concentration spikes, the conditional sampling technique [16] was applied to a spatial dyediffusion image obtained by PLIF measurement. From the experimental results of the scalar statistics of the extracted spikes, which include spanwise diffusion width, average length scale, mean concentration, and turbulent diffusion coefficient, the diffusion theory of the spikes as well as its difference with that of the concentration plume were discussed. Re In this study, we focus on the statistically modeled quasi-homogeneous turbulence to investigate the fundamental characteristics of the high concentration spikes. Accordingly, the uniformities of the time-average velocity and turbulent intensity in the turbulent flow are important. Figure 2 shows the spanwise distributions of time-average streamwise velocity U c and turbulent intensity rms u′ at the channel center obtained by PIV measurement. We can confirm that the velocity field in the measurement area was fully developed and the assumption of no velocity gradient in spanwise direction is acceptable. This means that the flow field we focus on in this study is quasi-homogeneous turbulence in the two-dimensional plane of the streamwise and spanwise directions. In order to measure the spatial velocity field and concentration field at the same time and at the same position, we employed simultaneous PIV and PLIF measurement.
Experimental Procedure
This simultaneous measurement was extensively used to investigate the mixing processes [17] [18] [19] . Figure 3 shows the measurement section of simultaneous PIV and PLIF measurement. From the nozzle located at the center of the channel, a solution containing fluorescent dye was introduced into water flow for PLIF measurement. The water flow was laden with tracer particles for PIV measurement. The nozzle had an internal diameter of 1 mm and outside diameter of 2 mm. Both coordinate systems define x as the streamwise direction, z as the spanwise direction, y as the wall-normal direction, and the nozzle tip as the origin point. The injection speed of the dye solution was controlled by a micro-syringe pump to be the same as the velocity of the local flow. We assumed that the amount volume of released dye solution was so small that any effect on the turbulence would be neglected. We used US-20S as the tracer particles, which are sufficiently small and can be assumed to faithfully follow the flow dynamically, and also used Rhodamine WT as the fluorescent dye, which exhibits a high Schmidt number of approximately 3000 in water. A laser emission device (Nd: YAG laser) was installed at the side of the channel while cameras to capture the light for measurement of velocity and concentration were installed below the channel. Alaser sheet with a wavelength of 532 nm was emitted to the height of the channel center after expanding to a plane with a thickness of 1 mm by a cylindrical lens. With laser illumination, scattering light from the tracer particles with a wavelength of 532 nm and fluorescent light from the dye with a wavelength of 580 nm were captured by the CCD cameras (Flow Sense 4M), after being separated by a beam-splitter. The concentration of the dye was calculated assuming that the fluorescent intensity was proportional to the local dye concentration. Simultaneous PIV and PLIF measurements were taken at a sequence of streamwise distances in order to acquire the spatial concentration and velocity distributions at various downstream distances from the nozzle. In this experiment, the photographing rate was 4 Hz and 1000 consecutive distributions of velocity and concentration were captured simultaneously. The total duration of the sampling was thus 250 s, which was significantly longer than the largest time scales in the turbulent flow. In addition, the photographed area was approximately 4.75δ × 4.75δ with a spatial resolution of 0.04δ, which was enough to resolve fine-scale eddies in the turbulent flow. The mixing-length scale in the outer layer of wall turbulence was roughly estimated as 0.09δ [20] . For a reference, note also that the streamwise integral length scale obtained by integration of the streamwise two-point correlation coefficient was about 0.7δ.
Analysis Method
To calculate the scalar statistics of the high concentration spikes it is necessary to indicate the position and area of the spikes in the PLIF image describing the diffusing dye. In this study, a conditional sampling technique was used, which comprised the moving averaging, pattern recognition and binarizing by setting a threshold, as shown in Figure 4 .
Firstly, spatial data on concentration fluctuation C'(x, z) were obtained for different x at a fixed z from the raw PLIF images. Then C'(x, z) was smoothed by the moving averaging method [21] .
We assumed that the spikes were formed by the large-scale structure of turbulent eddies, and employed the smoothing window length N L (=L E /Δx) consisting of streamwise integral length scale L E and spatial resolution Δx of the photograph image. After that, by applying pattern recognition to the smoothed data, the corresponding waveform pattern was extracted. When the maximum value of concentration fluctuation in the waveform pattern recognized by the pattern recognition was higher than the threshold of concentration, the waveform pattern was extracted. In this technique, the threshold was the root mean square of C'(x, z). Thereafter, the concentration on the extracted waveform pattern was binarized as either zero or one: the concentration between the position of the largest gradient and the smallest gradient in the waveform pattern was binarized as one, while the other part was binarized as zero. When the above analysis was performed for all z on each PLIF image, the time series of the two-dimensional binarized images was obtained and the spikes were extracted. This spike extraction method is based on Figure 4 . Procedure of conditional sampling technique to extract high-concentration spikes.
both the concentration values and gradients, proposed in [16] by the authors. There are two notable points: that the conditional sampling technique doesn't have any influence on the original image of the diffusing dye and that the versatility of the technique has a limit that the technique can be applied only when intended flow is homogeneous and steady.
Results and Discussion

Extraction of the High Concentration Spikes
The concentration of fluorescent dye was measured by the PLIF technique around four streamwise locations: x* = 5, 20, 40, and 60. Here, the superscript of * indicates normalization by the channel half width, i.e., x* = x/δ. For different streamwise locations, areas of the same size were selected based on the recorded PLIF images, and the further spike statistical analysis was done focused on the selected areas. Figure 5 takes the original PLIF images for three locations for example. In Figure 5 , higher brightness means higher fluorescent intensity, which is proportional to the local dye concentration. Figure 5 shows dye plumes with low and high concentration areas. Figure 6 shows the corresponding binarized images obtained by the conditional sampling technique mentioned above, and the length-scale mark is also shown in the figures. From Figure 5 , it is found that the spanwise diffusion width of the plume spreads for downstream distance x*, which means that the diffusion of the plume progresses with the diffusion time T ≡ x/U c . Here, the diffusion time of the plume is estimated using the downstream distance from the diffusion source and time-average streamwise velocity under Taylor's frozen turbulence hypothesis. In the diffusing plume, the concentration fluctuates in space and there are areas having a high concentration and concentration gradient compared with the surroundings. Moreover, a meandering motion of the diffusing plume is not identified definitely in Figure 5 , which was observed under the turbulent flow background at high Reynolds numbers [22] . The occurrence of the meandering motion depends on the relationship between the Lagrangian time scale of the turbulent field and the diffusion time of the plume, and can be observed when the diffusion time is shorter than the Lagrangian time scale. In this experiment, the Lagrangian time scale T L ≈ 0.036 s can be estimated by Equation (1), which was given by Hanna [23] .
where L E denotes the Eulerian length scale in the streamwise direction, while u' (= u − U c ) denotes the streamwise velocity fluctuation, calculated from the streamwise instan- Based on Taylor's diffusion theory, in this experiment, a large part of the diffusion of the plume in the photographed areas corresponded to long-time diffusion.
The white areas in Figure 6 stand for the high concentration spikes, while the black areas indicate zero or low concentration areas. Therefore, Figure 6 shows the existence of the high concentration spikes in the diffusing plume. Note here that Figure 6 of the binarized images are obtained from Figure 5 of the original raw PLIF images by applying the above-mentioned sampling technique. Comparing the corresponding original and binarized images, it can be seen that high concentration spikes are distinguished with clear outlines by extraction. Moreover, the high concentration spikes are scattered randomly in Figure 6 . From Figure 5 and Figure 6 , it can be seen that a large number of high concentration spikes exist even at the edge of the plume where the concentration is very low.
The reason is that such a low-concentration edge area has a large concentration gradient, so the spikes can be recognized. Actually, through extraction by the conditional sampling technique, the low-concentration edge area of the plume is also taken seriously, which is more reasonable than analyzing only based on the plume concentration. As x* increases, the white areas appear clearer and their number increases in the image. Considering that the high concentration spikes are formed by the organized structure of turbulence and extracted by judging the plume concentration by concentration values as well as concentration gradients, it can be suspected that the behavior of the spikes follows a totally different diffusion law from that of the plume.
Diffusion Width
According to Taylor's diffusion theory, the spanwise diffusion width of the diffusing plume has a strong relationship with the diffusion theory. This section investigates the spanwise diffusion width of the high concentration spikes. The spanwise diffusion width of the high concentration spikes can be defined as the standard deviation calculated from the spanwise distribution of the existence probability of the spikes. The existence probability of the spikes is calculated by
where F(z*) stands for the number of high concentration spikes for a fixed z* in the selected area for statistical analysis, while N F is the number of all the spikes in the same area. The selected area for statistical analysis is the same length as the domain in Figure 5 and Figure 6 in the spanwise direction, while in the streamwise direction, the length of domain ΔH ( ≡ U b × Δt) equals the bulk mean velocity multiplied by time step of the PLIF images. Moreover, the statistical area is at the center of the domain shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 in the streamwise direction. The number of all the spikes in the selected area is calculated using a labeling technique [16] . The existence probability in this study means the ratio of the spikes along z* to the total number of spikes in the statistical area. Figure 7 shows the spanwise existence probability distributions of the spikes at three downstream distances. The solid lines in the figure are the fitted Gaussian distribution curves for the calculated existence probability. Although there is some discrepancy between the calculated distributions and the fitting curves, we can still say that the spanwise distribution of the existence probability almost follows the Gaussian shape. Basically, a statistical random process of an event follows the Gaussian distribution. Therefore, the transport process of the high concentration spikes is a kind of random process similar to that of the plume. This is done to enhance the reliability by having more data dots in the figure. The dashed line in Figure 8 is the approximate straight line to the standard deviations of the spikes by the least square method, while the solid line is the approximated curve to the standard deviations of the plume. It can be seen that the diffusion width of the concentration plume increases as a power function of the downstream distance, corresponding to the result of Webster et al. [24] . Meanwhile, the diffusion width of the high concentration spikes increases almost linearly with downstream distance, and the increase rate is larger than that of the plume width. Moreover, the diffusion widths of the spikes are larger than the corresponding plume widths. The reason is that the high concentration spikes are also extracted at the edge of the plume where there are low-concentration and large concentration gradients with the surrounding areas. To further clarify the difference between high concentration spikes and plume, the length scale, the ratio of mean concentration, and the turbulent diffusion coefficient were calculated, and the diffusion process of the spike is discussed.
Length Scale
From Figure 6 , it is difficult to understand the relationship between the concentration spikes and the increasing downstream distances. To provide quantitatively analysis of the relationship, the length scale of the high concentration spikes was calculated, in which the mean concentration of the spikes was involved. Figure 9 is a schematic diagram showing how to obtain the mean concentration distribution of spikes. Firstly, each high concentration spike on a binarized image was distinguished through a labeling technique and numbered in sequence as 1, 2, , , 1, , i i N +   . Then, a new coordinate system was established for each spike, with the origin located at the mass center of the spike; the horizontal axis and vertical axis respectively denoting the streamwise and spanwise distances from the mass center. Meanwhile, the maximum instantaneous concentration in each spike was extracted as C max and used to normalize the concentration in the same spike. After normalizing concentration ( )
∆ ∆ in spike i with (C max ) i , the normalized concentrations at the same coordinate position of all the spikes in one image were summed up to produce a new concentration distribution based on coordinate system Δx*-Δz*. For all the binarized images, the above procedures were implemented. Finally, the summed concentration distributions of all the images were averaged, and the resulting concentration field is like Figure 10 , in which the contour value indicates the mean concentration value. It can be seen that the maximum appears exactly at the origin, that is the mass center of the resultant spike, and the diffusion of the high concentration spikes can be imagined to be departing from this center. Moreover, the mean concentration distribution around the high concentration spikes takes the form of an ellipse. The streamwise breadth of the distribution, based on the line of Δz* = 0, is larger than the spanwise breadth on the line of Δx* = 0. The concentration field in this experiment has a larger spanwise concentration gradient than that in the streamwise direction, which has great influences on the anisotropy of the distribution breadths in spanwise and streamwise direction. Focusing on Δx* = 0 extracts the spanwise mean concentration distribution through the resultant spike center, which combined with the results from other streamwise locations, is shown in Figure 11 . It is obvious that the profiles of the four streamwise locations coincide and the spanwise average length scale of the high concentration spike s l * , calculated as the standard deviation of the profile, is around 0.03 and independent of streamwise distances. The reason why s l * remains constant instead of increasing downstream can be understood inversely: according to the conditional sampling technique, a spike is extracted based on the relatively high concentration and large concentration gradient values, which means that usually, a spike disappears when the concentration in the spike is diluted and diffused to the surroundings by molecular diffusion. Generally, the length scale, in which the mean concentration of the diffusing plume is involved, becomes bigger with progress of the diffusion of the plume concentration. Accordingly, larger scale spikes hardly exist and the average length scale of the spike is constant instead of increasing downstream. Moreover, the spanwise integral scale of eddies l* obtained by integration of the spanwise two-point correlation coefficient is found to be 0.3, larger than s l * here. The length scale of the plume compared with the eddy's length scale relates to the diffusion process. Yee and Wilson [25] investigated the action of eddies of length scale l on the plume in accordance with the relative sizes of l with respect to the length scale of the diffusing plume σ r which corresponds to the standard deviation of the average instantaneous concentration distribution of the plume. They reported that, when l > σ r , eddies of this size resulted in large-scale meandering of the instantaneous plume centroid, and the concentration in the meandering plume hardly changed. By analogy, the relative scale of the turbulent eddies with respect to the length scale, calculated from the average concentration distribution of the spike, determines the diffusion process of the spike. For l* larger than s l * , the movement of the spike shows the meandering motion resulting from the large scale action of the turbulent eddy, and the diffusion inside the spike is insignificant. This may explain why the formed high concentration spikes shifts downstream with the internal concentration seldom changing.
Mean Concentration Ratio
The above section shows that the diffusivity of the inner concentration allows us to discuss the diffusion process. This section calculates the mean concentration ratio of the spikes to the plume, and investigates the diffusivity of the concentration inside the spikes. The mean concentration and the ratio of mean concentration are respectively defined by Equation (4) and Equation (5).
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where, N c denotes the total number of recognized spikes for a fixed z*; P C is binarized data indicating the existence of the high concentration spikes; ζ is an indicator function. Figure 12 gives the spanwise mean concentration distribution of the spikes and the plume at x* = 20 for example. The mean concentration distributions are normalized by the maximum concentration in the spikes. As can be seen from Figure 12 , the spanwise distribution shape of mean concentration for the spikes and plume are similar, both approximately following the Gaussian distribution. Considering that the spanwise mean concentration distribution matches Gaussian distribution when the mass is distributed as random walk [26] , it is inferred that the concentration distribution in the high concentration spikes is based on random walk. Figure 13 shows the mean concentration ratio at each measurement position. This figure plots the ratios only for one spanwise side because the mean concentration ratio distributions are line-symmetric with respect to z* = 0. Comparing the two distributions, the mean concentration ratio and the mean concentration of the plume, it seems that the ratio distribution continues increasing to the area where the mean concentration of the plume is approximately zero. Inevitably, the mean concentration ratio exceeds one because the mean concentration of the high concentration spikes extracted as the areas with high concentration in the plume is larger than that of the plume. In addition, the ratio should be constant with spanwise distance when the declines of concentration in the plume and the spike are the same, as is the case when they move the same distance in the spanwise direction due to diffusion phenomena. The result shows that the mean concentration ratio increases with spanwise distance, which means that the decline rate of concentration in the plume is larger than that in the high concentration spike with the same distance in spanwise direction. Therefore, the high concentration spike moves to the spanwise direction with low diffusivity of the internal concentration compared to the concentration plume, and the gap in diffusivity continues increasing to the edge of the concentration plume. 
Apparent Diffusion Coefficient
We consider that there are two types of diffusivity of concentration in turbulent mass diffusion: one is the internal diffusivity of internal concentration with the travel distance, and the other is the external diffusivity relating to the transport of the concentration in a turbulent flow. To discuss the external diffusivity, the apparent diffusion coefficient is calculated in this section. The apparent diffusion coefficient can be understood as the magnitude of concentration flux divided by the local mean concentration gradient. Apparent diffusion coefficients in spanwise direction for plume and spikes are respectively calculated by Equation (6) and Equation (7) as follows,
where w' (=w − W>) denotes the spanwise velocity fluctuation, calculated from spanwise instantaneous velocity w and time-average spanwise velocity <W>. Apparent diffusion coefficient for the plume (K z ) plume have the same physical meaning of the turbulent diffusion coefficient. In contrast with this, as the definition formula (7) for the apparent diffusion coefficient (K z ) spike includes the probability function δ(P c ), the value is affected by the local generation and disappearance of the spikes. Therefore, the apparent diffusion coefficient of the spikes is the useful measure to describe the behavior of the spikes appearing in the outer edge of the plume but its meaning is different from the conventional turbulent diffusion coefficient. The calculated spanwise coefficient is shown in Figure 14 for non-negative spanwise locations along with the linear approximation of coefficients of spikes shown by the solid lines. 
The Diffusion Theory of the High Concentration Spikes
Combining the results shown above, we discuss the diffusion process of a high concentration spike and its difference from the plume. According to Taylor [4] , the diffusion of the concentration plume can be distinguished into meandering diffusion and relative diffusion. The meandering diffusion represents the movement of the mass center of the concentration plume, while the relative diffusion represents the spreads of the plume width departing from the mass center. When the diffusion time T is shorter than the time integral scale T L of the turbulent field (T < T L ), meandering diffusion is predominant over relative diffusion and the diffusion width spreads in proportion to T. On the other hand, when T > T L , relative diffusion dominates and the diffusion width is proportional to the square root of T. In addition to Taylor's diffusion theory, as said before, Yee and Wilson [25] described the action of eddies of length scale l on the plume in accordance with the relative sizes of l with respect to the length scale of the average instantaneous concentration distribution of the diffusing plume σ r . When l > σ r , eddies of this size result in the meandering motions of the instantaneous plume centroid. Eddy scales with l < σ r act to break up the plume to initiate a turbulent cascade of concentration variance (energy) from the large-scale motions onto the smaller-scale motions.
Moreover, they reported that the length scale σ r and the inner concentration of the in-stantaneous plume in meandering motions hardly change with the travel distance of the plume, and an increase of the length scale σ r is caused when l ≈ σ r . Therefore, there are four factors related to the diffusion process of the concentration plume diffusing in a turbulent flow: diffusion time, diffusion width, length scale, and the diffusivity of the internal concentration of the plume.
We cannot confirm the meandering motions of the diffusing plume in Figure 5 , and suppose that a large part of the diffusion of the plume is strongly dominated by relative diffusion, based on the relationship between the diffusion time of the plume and the time integral scale of the turbulent flow. On the other hand, the calculated scalar statistics of the high concentration spikes have the same properties of meandering diffusion.
The diffusion width of the high concentration spikes increases linearly with the downstream distance as is shown in Figure 8 . Figure 11 shows that the average length scale of the high concentration spikes keeps constant for downstream distance and is smaller than the length scale of the eddies. In addition, from the result of Figure 13 , it is confirmed that the high concentration spike has a lower apparent diffusivity of inner concentration while moving in turbulent flow, compared with that of a plume dominated by relative diffusion. Consequently, it is concluded that the diffusion of a high concentration spike is dominated by meandering diffusion regardless of the diffusion process of the plume. The aggregation diffusion of the spikes is considered to be reflected in the combination of a high concentration spike dominated by a meandering diffusion. This may be the reason why diffusion width increases linearly for the downstream distance.
Moreover, the number of spikes per unit of area increases with increasing downstream distance, as shown in Figure 6 . Accordingly, neither the number nor the inner concentration of the high concentration spikes extracted from the concentration plume follows the conservation law which the plume diffusion satisfies, and this is the major difference between the spike and the plume.
To reduce the damage from pollutant diffusion it is important to predict the diffu- 
Conclusions
This paper focuses on the high concentration spike formed by turbulent structures, and we investigate their diffusion process from the viewpoint of the difference with the concentration plume. In the mass diffusion on a quasi-homogenous turbulence background, the concentration and velocity distributions were obtained by PLIF and PIV measurements. The conditional sampling technique was applied for extracting spikes from plumes captured in concentration images. By calculating the spanwise existence probability of the spikes, we found that the existence probability follows the Gaussian distribution and its standard deviation increases linearly with downstream distance from the emission source.
As regards the average length scale of the spikes, it is found to be constant for the downstream distance and smaller than the integral scale of eddies, which differs from the character of the concentration plume. The turbulent diffusion coefficient of the spikes is proportional to the spanwise distance, while that of the plume is constant.
From all the results, we conclude that the diffusion process of a high concentration spike is dominated by the meandering diffusion consistently in a turbulent flow and differs from that of the plume. This knowledge is expected to help with the accurate diffusion prediction of concentration fluctuation.
